
TITLE
It’s Now or Neverland

CLOSE UP: BIG BEN, 8:59pm. The TITLE CARD is displayed within
its face. CLUNK, the minute hand moves to 9:00pm. The clock
GONGS…

CROSS-FADE: CLOSED BALCONY DOORS lie over the lined paper as
the CLOCK CONTINUES RINGING faintly O.S. A mysterious MUSIC
BOX-LIKE MELODY plays as WIND WHISTLES outside, until finally
pushing the doors open, their CURTAINS blowing about as TWO
STARS TWINKLE in the night sky…

IN SWOOPS PENCILMATE, donning a PETER PAN outfit! He hovers in
place as he puts his hands to his hips, then slowly lowers to
the floor, feet fluttering like birds’ wings. He touches down,
throws out his arms -- Pan is here!

...But no one seems to notice. He opens an eye, looks around
until he notices something, “HUH?”:

We make our way across the room until we see three children
sitting near matching beds: LIL PENCILMISS dressed in a
NIGHTGOWN, texting away on her PHONE; TINY PENCILMATE with his
TEDDY BEAR, playing a PORTABLE VIDEO GAME; and MINI-PENCILMATE
wearing TOP HAT, streaming videos on his TABLET. PMATE FLOATS
IN, sulking with a droopy frown. Lands next to kids. He clears
his throat. Kids continue playing with their gizmos. Pmate
clears throat louder. Kids look up unenthusiastically.

Pmate suddenly snaps back into character, his hands at his
hips! He gestures for them to follow, then ZIPS O.S. -- FLIES
BACK IN and soars OUT the other side of the frame -- FLOATS IN
and across the frame, motioning like he’s swimming -- lands to
the ground, facing the Kids, squinting an eye and forming a
hook with his finger, letting out a pirate-y “YAR!” -- hops
back, facing the other way, pulls out a WOODEN SWORD and duels
the imaginary pirate in front of him --

Pmate takes off as we zip along with him back to the balcony
doors! The MUSIC SWELLS with adventure as he points to the
Twinkling Stars… then DETERIORATES as his points slow down,
losing energy. His limbs droop as his feet sink back to the
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floor. No one’s coming. Pmate rubs his chin, “HMMMM…” Then, he
snaps as an idea forms! He whistles into his fingers towards
the doorway. IN FLOATS a SMALL FAIRY, leaving behind a SMALL
TRAIL OF SPARKLES.

CLOSE UP: The fairy is PENCILMISS, slouched forward, apparently
displeased with her role in this episode…

Pmate points in the Kids’ direction. Pmiss sighs. We follow as
she makes her way TO THE KIDS, still tinkering with their
gizmos. Pmiss rises over their heads and pulls out an OVERSIZED
SALT SHAKER. She sprinkles it over the Kids, the FAIRY DUST
TWINKLING and resting on their gadgets. Their devices wiggle in
their hands then pull upward, until ripping themselves from
their grasp!

CUT TO: PMATE is standing at the balcony as the DEVICES FLOAT
IN. He opens the nearest door open further as if inviting the
gizmos to leave. They float out the door and FADE INTO THE
NIGHT. Pmate zips into the air, hands at his hips! He gestures
to the doorway!

...Still no one coming. Pmate throws a little fit in the air --
what is the deal?! Pmate grumbles as we follow him across the
room, COMMOTION building as he approaches:

The KIDS are all gathered around a LARGE TV SCREEN, wearing
WIRELESS HEADSETS and mashing on the buttons of their WIRELESS
CONTROLLERS, hooting and hollering at the VIDEO GAME SPLIT FOUR
WAYS on the screen as their Players zap each other with LASER
GUNS. Pmate’s eyes widen. He double-takes at the fairy:

CLOSE UP: PMISS is also wearing a WIRELESS HEADSET, hooting and
hollering as she plays on her FAIRY-SIZED, WIRELESS CONTROLLER.

Pmate fidgets, stammers. He pouts as he lands to his feet. We
shift over as he turns away and folds his arms to see his own
SHADOW is cast upon the wall, typing away on a SHADOW LAPTOP.
Pmate’s jaw drops, “WHUH?!” Shadow is startled. It looks over
its shoulder to Pmate. It awkwardly lowers the lid to the
laptop. Lets out a nervous chuckle…
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CLOSE UP: We slowly truck in on Pmate as he gets angrier by the
second, fists clenching,teeth grinding. He takes his hat, bites
it…

CUT TO: The BEDROOM DOOR on the other side of the beds CREAKS
open just enough for a gentle-looking, burly-mustachioed
GENTLEMAN to pop his head in, along with a friendly, panting
DOG below him. The Man calls out for this Kids kindly as he
points to the WATCH around his wrist. He looks back into the
room, gasps at what he sees:

ZIP PAN to PMATE making his way to the balcony doors, the KIDS,
PMISS, and his SHADOW slung over his shoulder in a clump, TIED
UP BY ROPES. Pmate stops in his tracks, whips his head around
to look over his shoulder, his eyes wide and crazed. Busted.

CUT TO: OUTSIDE OF HOUSE. We hear the DOG BARKING rabidly as
CRASHES ring throughout the house, until SILHOUETTES of PMATE
and PMISS come fumbling out of the balcony through the air and
TAKE OFF into the night, the DOG close behind, halting at the
balcony rails as it continues barking!

CUT BACK TO: The MAN closes the balcony doors as the DOG
RE-ENTERS. He locks the doors, draws the curtains, nods with a
justifiable “HMPH!” We follow the Man and the Dog as they make
their way back to the KIDS, who are dropping the loosened rope
to the ground. The Dog EXITS as the Man stops to kiss each kid
on the forehead. Then the Man EXITS, the bedroom door closes
O.S. We follow the Kids as they walk to their beds… but there
lies Pmate’s WOODEN SWORD on the ground before them. They
observe the sword, then look to each other…

CUT TO: OUTSIDE BALCONY DOORS. We start to pull away from the
house when MINI’S SILHOUETTE suddenly HOPS IN behind the
curtain, holding up the wooden sword, bellowing a pirate-y
“YAR!” Then, TINY’S SILHOUETTE ENTERS, carrying his TEDDY BEAR
over his head as if it were flying. LIL’S SILHOUETTE ENTERS
shortly after, dancing around the room, pretending to be a
fairy. We continue pulling away as the Kids play in unison,
revealing “PENCILMATION” hidden with the DOORWAY’S DECOR.
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